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MARCEL DUPRE AT SA 
CESAR FRANCK Grand Piece Symphonique 
Fantaisie en La majeur - Pastorale 
RECORDED ON THE GALLERY ORGAN IN THE CHURCH OF SAINT-SULPICE, PARIS 

ésar Auguste Franck (1822-1890) could have been many things. He was 
C born into a family which had produced distinguished painters since the 

early seventeenth century, and he remained interested in the graphic arts 

throughout his life. He could have followed in his father's footsteps and 

hecome a banker. He certainly might have chosen the life of a concert 

nianist; he had studied from the time he was a small boy, and by the age 

of eleven he had already undertaken a concert tour which proved to be 

wearying but elating. He possessed, even as a youth, a grasp and apprecia- 

tion of Flemish literature which properly nurtured could have matured into 
a career of intelligent and literate criticism. oe 

Instead he became an organist, and the world is richer for it. Somehow 
the career fits the modest, religious, diligent, imaginative, and serene man, 
and the fact that he remained at the church of Sainte-Clotilde in Paris for 
over thirty years is some indication that the man fitted the career. He 
may, as some writers theorize, have been unfortunate in his marriage, and 
he was certainly unnoticed by the musical public for most of his life, but 
we know that in the organ loft he found a compensating satisfaction and 
beauty. Some of this beauty he noted down on paper, such as the works 
performed on this disc; no one knows how much other glorious music Is 
now lost to us because it existed only as improvisation. Like many of 
France’s finest organists, he was magnificently equipped by training and 
natural gift to execute large-scale works at a moment’s notice, based on 
themes created and developed in his head for that moment. Indeed, his 
friend and fellow organist, Alexandre Guilmant, writes that Franck impro- 
vised a good while each day, clarifying and modifying his technique in 
these ephemeral compositions with the same assiduity he bestowed on 
his published works. 

As early as his days at the Paris Conservatoire—he entered when he was 
fifteen—he was completely at home with a keyboard. His piano technique 
was excellent by any virtuoso standard, he could transpose at sight into 
foreign keys without, apparently, a shred of difficulty, and his several prizes 
in Fugue were won by works written in such a short time that his father 
rebuked him for not applying himself sufficiently to his task. Strangely 
enough, he received only a second prize in organ, although for his improvisa- 
tion he combined two themes fugally in reversible counterpoint. Today, 
faced with technical standards so relaxed that we would hardly recognize 
such a feat, much less evaluate its difficulties correctly, we might involun- 
tarily echo Dr. Johnson’s curious likening of a woman preaching to a dog 
walking on its hind legs: ‘‘It may not be done well,” he observed, “but one 
is surprised to find it done at all.”’ 

In Franck’s case, however, “‘it’’ and all other aspects of his playing 
were almost certainly done very well indeed, because only a few years 
elapsed before he was invited to assume the post of organist at the large 
and important church of Sainte-Clotilde . . . a church, moreover, which had 
just installed a splendid new pipe organ. This instrument was built by the 
Flemish organ maker Aristide Cavaillé-Coll, the same man who built (or, 
rather, entirely rebuilt) the pipe organ for the church of Saint-Sulpice, on 
which Marcel Dupré recorded the material for this disc. 

Cavaillé-Coll was apparently much more than an ordinary organ builder. 
He had a good knowledge of music, and he numbered among his friends the 
finest church musicians of the time, to whom he was enthusiastic, paternal, 
and generous. Franck often played on the exhibition organ in Cavaillé-Coll’s 
factory (the Grande Piéce Symphonique and the Pastorale had their first 
performances there, and the latter work is dedicated ‘‘a son ami Monsieur 

Aristide Cavaillé-Coll”). 
The fact that this particular organ builder was responsible for both the 

Sainte-Clotilde and Saint-Sulpice instruments has for the present recording a 
real significance: Franck, apparently so caught up in his own modesty that 
he never considered the possibility of his work’s being played by others, 
nevertheless left fairly complete details of registration for his pieces. (He 
was the first organ composer to do so, except for Mendelssohn, whose 
suggestions were sketchy and often too obvious to be of real use.) Naturally, 
Franck’s indications were based on the resources of the organ he himself 
played, and this organ, like all truly great musical creations, showed the 
unique stamp of its designer throughout. The Trompette, for example, which 
he indicates for the middle section of the Pastorale, was not a bright, 
insistent reed like the majority of such stops, but rather a light and crisp 
set of pipes which resembled an oboe register. Also, Cavailié-Coll’s design 
produced a Great organ and a Positif which were remarkably similar; hence 
Franck’s indications for one or the other of these keyboards are often more 
casual than we might otherwise expect. fhen, toc, there was no provision 
for coupling the Swell organ, or Récit, to the Great, since the two were so 
markedly dissimilar and disparate in size that such a combination would 
have been useless. 

These same peculiarities of design are also substantially present in the 
Gallery Organ of Saint-Sulpice, and for this recording M. Dupré has thus 
been able to use the same kind of registration for these Franck works that 
the composer himself would have chosen. His authority for the performance 
lies not only in the written evidence of Franck’s own notations, but also in 
this quotation from Dupré’s reminiscence: 
_ “Guilmant, who was appointed organist of Trinity Church in 1872, was 
introduced to Franck whom he highly admired, by Aristide Cavaiilé-Coll. One 
evening, Franck played his six Piéces at the Cavaillé-Coll factory for Saint- 
Saéns, Widor and Guilmant who were gathered there. This was related to me, 
first by Guilmant, then later on by Widor, and lastly by Saint-Saéns. . . . All 
three agreed about the year of their meeting, which took place in 1875. 

“Arter the publishing of the Trois pas in 1878, Guilmant played at 
Cavaillé-Coll’s, before Franck alone, the vii. pieces which had been printed 
and which he had learned. Franck was mos? moved as he had never heard 
his pieces performed in that way. Suilmant did not fail to ask him for all 
possible details about their inteipre‘ation, which Franck gave him willingly 
while Guilmant scrupulously noted down all his indications. 

“During his lifetime, Franck also showed Guilmant the outlines of his 
three Chorales which Guilmant was thus acquainted with before their post- 
humous publication. 

“| received this tradition directly from my Master Guilmant when | 
Studied all the works of César Franck with him in the course of the years 
1907-1908, at.Meudon, three years before he died. Later on, | was able 
to ascertain the perfect identity of this tradition with the indications | 
received in 1917 from Gabriel Pierné, Franck’s pupil and his immediate 
successor at Sainte-Clotilde.” 

* * * * * 

The three works performed here by M. Dupré are surely in direct kinship 
to Franck’s celebrated. style of free improvisation, since their melodic 
materials have an unusual spontaneity and their formal development is not 
at all rigorous. The Grande Piéce Symphonique and the Pastorale are two of 
Six Piéces pour Grand Orgue, written in the years from 1860 to 1862; the 
Fantaisie is the first of Trois Pieces which appeared in 1878. 

The introductory section of the Grande Piece Symphonique combines a 
Sturdily moving theme in constant eighth notes with a reflective antiphon 
in a lighter register. Another theme used sequentially rather than in true 
development leads to the statement of the work’s chief motif, powerful and 
militant, which is announced in the pedals, and thereafter dealt with in a 
variety of ways, some contrapuntal and some chiefly ornamental. Echoes of 
one of the introductory motifs conclude the first section. The slow movement 
offers a lovely melody, played on a solo reed stop, which gains its effect of 
serenity by the quiet simplicity of its regular four-measure phrases and by 
the alternation. of the reed, later on, with a strong but mellow flute. The 
Andante is broken by a fleet Schumannesque scherzo, but returns, this time 
played with the Voix Célestes. The last section is based on the principal 
theme of the first, although Franck’s lasting predilection for cyclic writing 
bids him refer briefly to most of the previously-used melodic material. Now, 
however, the principal theme, formerly heard in F sharp minor, is presented 
in the parallel major on the full organ, first over a pedal line in moving 
eighth notes, next in a four-part fugue, and finally in that brilliant kind 
of summation which Franck could employ so excitingly. 

One is tempted to feel that, with the massive composite of Reed and 
Diapason Choruses available on such an instrument, any other kind of 
ending to an extended work must necessarily be less exalted, but the 
Fantaisie en La Majeur produces its own special mood with a very quiet and 
subdued close. The entire work, in fact, is contemplative in a way that 
fortells the B minor Chorale, although Franck varies what might otherwise 
have been a preponderantly melancholy diet with an agitated theme which 
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appears over a pattern of insistent triplets. The famous melody whose purity 
caused Saint-Saéns to regret that he had not himself written anything so 
moving appears actually only once, in the middle of the piece, but vestiges 
of it recur in the closing measures. 

Many composers for the organ have tried their hand at a Pastorale, but | 
none with greater ingenuity than Franck. First he alternates the reedy 
charm of a duet on the oboe with a simple chordal passage on the flute; 
then, after a kind of rondo-scherzo, he disarmingly combines both with an 
adroitness which attests to his mastery of textures, techniques, and—such 
was the genius of the man—sentiment. The combination, so frequently 
met with in all his work, is his lasting monument. 

NOTES BY CLAIR W. VAN AUSDALL 
NOTES ABOUT THIS RECORDING 

Marcel Dupré’s performances of the music of Franck were recorded in 
midsummer of 1959. For these sessions, Mercury dispatched its peripatetic 
recording truck to Saint-Sulpice where the imposing dimensions of the 
church (second in size only to Nétre Dame) raised serious problems in 
logistics. In order to span the distances between the equipment-laden truck, 
the monitor room,’and the microphones, it.was necessary to utilize virtually 
every inch of the hundreds of feet of audio cable. These lines were hauled 
up the facade of the church directly above the central portal, through a 
window leading into the now abandoned Chapelle de Notre Dame des 
Etudiants, where Sunday Mass used to be celebrated for the students of 
the old quarter. This deserted room, high above the rooftops of Paris, was 
chosen as the site of the monitor room because of its proximity to the 
organ. A single omni-directional condenser microphone was suspended from 
a rope stretched across the width of the church in front of the mighty 
instrument. Two main factors dictated the position of the microphone: 
reverberation and presence. If the placement were too close, the spacious 
acoustics of Saint-Sulpice would be lost and there would be a distressing 
rise in the amount of mechanical noises. On the other hand, too distant a 
pickup and the polyphonic texture of some of the fugal sections, for exam- 
ple, would be drowned in a sea of reverberation. After much experimentation, 
and with M. Dupré’s blessing, an ideal microphone setting was at last 
arrived at, one that seemed to fulfill the rich promise inherent in the 
sound of the organ and its magnificent acoustical setting. 

Wilma Cozart and C. R. Fine supervised the basic setup for the present 
recording. The recording director for the sessions was Harold Lawrence, 
and Robert Ebernez was the recording engineer. Tape-to-disc transfer was 
made by John Johnson. 

Other MERCURY LIVING PRESENCE 
recordings for your collection (both monaural and 
stereo version numbers are listed for convenience, 
the latter prefixed by the letters SR): 

MARCEL DUPRE AT SAINT-SULPICE, Volume I]. DUPRE Variations sur en 
Noel; Cortege et Litanie; Carillon; Lamento; Final. Marcel Dupré. 
MG50229/SR90229 

MARCEL DUPRE AT SAINT-SULPICE, Volume |. BACH Prelude and Fugue in 
D major; Prelude and Fugue in A minor; Prelude and Fugue in E minor. 
Marcel Dupré. MG50227/SR90227 

FRANCK Piéce héroique; Trois chorals. Marcel Dupré playing the Pipe 
Organ at St. Thomas’ Church in New York City. MG50168/SR90168 

WIDOR-DUPRE RECITAL. Marcel Dupré playing the Pipe Organ at St. 
Thomas’ Church in New York City. MG50169/SR90169 

BACH ON THE BIGGEST: Toccata and Fugue in D minor; Wachet Auf!; In 
Dulci Jubilo; Toccata, Adagio and Fugue in C major. Robert Elmore 
playing the Pipe Organ in the Atlantic City Convention Hall. 
MG50127/SR90127 

= This MERCURY LONG PLAYING recording was made possible 
me. through the use of MARGIN CONTROL—a technique whereby it 

has become possible for Mercury to produce for the record- 
buying public a disc of truly superior quality, especially with 

respect to brilliance, clarity, dynamic range and reliable stylus tracking. 
This record can be played on any 334% r.p.m. turntable equipped with micro- 
groove pick-up as long as pick-up playing stylus is not WORN or DAMAGED. 
It is recommended that diamond styli be checked for replacement at least 
every SIX MONTHS, and that sapphire styli be replaced after 25-30 playings. 
If your playback system is equipped for stereophonic disc reproduction, the 
outstanding high fidelity captured on this LiVING PRESENCE monaural record- 
ing should be enhanced even further when played back through your stereo 
reproducing system. : 
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